144,000: 23 – Link with 12,000 Elect in Africa
As an I Am being of light, we have 12 spiritual powers that express in and through 12 major
physical centers and systems. In like manner, the entire Christ body of humankind on Earth has
twelve regional power thrones. The designation of such thrones that we are focusing on this
year is a fluid, working hypothesis, an evolving model that we are using to link with 12,000 elect
in 12 major regions of the world, who make up the minimum 144,000 elect who will lift all others
into I Am or spiritual awareness.
Thus far, we have equated the positive power of faith/cerebrum with the United States in the
Western Hemisphere as the prototype of the New JerUSAlem or I Am Nation, whereas the
passive or feminine power of strength-stability-steadfastness/spine & nerves relates to
northeastern India and Tibet of the Eastern Hemisphere, where Gautama the Buddha lived and
demonstrated. The active power of love/circulatory system correlates with Europe, while its
sister or receptive partner of wisdom-judgment-justice/endocrine system corresponds to Africa.
Note the complementary contrast of Europe with Africa. Europe is primarily white and Christian,
whereas Africa (which is located to the south) is predominately black and about 40% Christian
and 40% Muslim. Europe has played the role of conqueror, at one time controlling most of the
countries of the world; Africa has been the most conquered and exploited continent, from which
Arabs and those of Europe and the New World took an estimated 20-25 million slaves.
Currently, Europe has many of the world’s wealthiest nations, whereas Africa is the poorest,
least developed, most exploited, most corrupt and most disease-ridden place on the planet.
Is it not time that Europe, portraying love, becomes its brother's keeper, doing unto Africa as it
would have others do unto it? Is it not time for Father Europe to unite in loving oneness with
Mother Africa and its abiding soul wisdom? Is it not time for all the other nations and countries
and power centers of the world to help in the healing, rejuvenation and rebirth of the "least of
these," meaning the 1 billion or so Africans who live in about 53 current nations?
Surely, now also is the era for Africans as equal children of God to find ways through love and
wisdom to rise above the horrors of the past and to make Africa once again into a green garden
of grace. For Africans cannot blame all of their current problems on others, nor continue to
languish in the role of victim-slave-conquered. By the law of cause and effect, and by the
misuse of love and the lack of true wisdom, Africans down through the ages have contributed to,
and/or caused, their own current state. So, in this sense, we say: Africa, heal yourself!
How do we serve as physicians in this healing of our black-skinned brothers and sisters? In the
light, we link with the 12,000 elect who are located throughout Africa, in every walk of life, in
every religion, and in every tribe and ethnic group. Africa has a long history of spirituality, in
which its shamans, medicine men/women and spiritual leaders/elders, by way of their wisdomthird-eye/pituitary faculty, communed with nature and those on the other side of the veil;
and taught oneness, cooperation and the Golden Rule. As all conquerors do, Europeans treated
this indigenous, other-worldly, intuitive wisdom as nonsense and attempted to impose their own
outer religious rules and competitive ways on all Africans. To correct this history and its negative
effects, we now tap into the soul wisdom of Africa, call it forth, and see it integrated as an equal
partner with the love vibrations of Europe. Whether he or she is following Muslim or Christian or
African indigenous wisdom, or some unique combination of these and other universal truth
teachings, we see wisdom and good judgment blossoming within every African.
As just one small example of African traditional wisdom, last year when I was in Denver, I went
to its wonderful arboretum, only to discover that it was showcasing sculptors from Zimbabwe.
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Their works deeply touched my soul, since they pictured fathers and mothers with children,
elders and community leaders, plants and animals and nature spirits, all carved from incredible
stones that had an organic feel. Compared with most so-called modern western sculpture,
which typically is mechanical, sterile, intellectual and uninspiring, viewing the Zimbabwean
sculptures imbued me with a feeling of oneness, harmony and wholeness within myself; and a
sense of brotherhood and sisterhood with those in Africa. I came away knowing without a doubt
that Spirit is alive and well in Zimbabwe, despite its current economic problems and corrupt
political leaders. No doubt the same is true throughout the continent.
Think of Africa as consisting of 7 zones from north to south. High above the central area of each
such zone, visualize a green etheric gemstone being planted in the atmosphere. This radiates
the green light of wisdom-judgment-justice to each light worker in that whole zone. Each such
green gem is like one of the 7 major endocrine glands.

1. Pineal: This top or northernmost zone includes Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya and Egypt.
Remember that the 12 tribes of Israel evolved from out of Egypt. Moreover, Joseph and Mary
and Jesus spent Jesus' early years in Egypt. Furthermore, Mary appeared multiple times in her
light body in Zeitoun (Cairo), Egypt from 1968-71. All of these events implanted I Am wisdom in
this whole northern region and for all of Africa. Since central Libya is more or less in the center
of this northern first zone, see the green etheric crystal in the atmosphere there, which radiates
its green light of wisdom to all of the approximately 1,700 elect in this zone.
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2. Pituitary: Nations include Western Sahara, Mauritania, Mali, Niger, Chad, Sudan and Eritrea.
See the green gemstone of wisdom planted at about the border of Niger and Chad. Imagine its
wisdom and healing radiating especially to the Darfur region of the Sudan, where so many have
been killed, maimed, raped and displaced. Link strongly with the 1,700 or more light workers
throughout this second zone.
3. Thyroid: Amongst the countries in this zone are Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Guinea, Sierra
Leone, Liberia, Burkina Faso, Benin, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Ghana, Togo, Nigeria, Cameroon,
Central African Republic, Ethiopia and Somalia. See the green radiating gemstone of harmony
and wisdom at the border of Chad and the Central African Republic. 1,700 or so I Am Nation
citizens of every country, race, region and ethnic group in this third zone now respond to the
wisdom and good judgment of this green power emanation, which restores equilibrium and
balance to this entire third region.
4. Thymus: This includes the major countries that make up the Congo River Basin and the
Congo Rainforest. These include Cameroon and the Central African Republic (noted above
also), Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Republic of the Congo, and the Democratic Republic of the
Congo. To the east of the Congo River Basin are Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda, Burundi and
Tanzania. Especially imagine that the Congo Rainforest once again becomes a veritable green
garden of grace; it has sustained more damage and destruction than any other rainforest in the
world. The green etheric gemstone is located centrally in the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
where 5.4 million Africans were killed in the Second Congo War (the world’s deadliest since
WWII). Throughout this zone, we see the wise use of love (hence the thymus) conferring
immunity and health upon the 1,700 elect, whose healing vibrations spread to all the other
citizens of this fourth region.
5. Pancreas: Amongst these nations are Angola, Zambia and Malawi. Note that these are
somewhat arbitrary designations and that the northern or southern parts of other neighboring
nations could be included in this zone. See the green gemstone of wisdom-judgment-justice
anchored in the atmosphere over Zambia, radiating its healing light to 1,700 or so elect in this
entire fifth zone.
6. Ovaries/Testes: Countries are Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and the island of
Madagascar off the east coast. We visualize the green beacon of healing wisdom radiating from
high in the atmosphere above the border of Botswana and Zimbabwe. We see its radiations
affecting especially those in Zimbabwe, where political strife still reigns. A minimum 1,700 light
workers throughout this entire sixth zone coordinate and cooperate to bring peace and love to
this whole area.
7. Adrenals: This region includes South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland. Despite all the progress
in South Africa with the overthrow of apartheid, much healing remains to be done. AIDS is
prevalent here, as it is throughout Africa. We see the green etheric gemstone over South Africa,
radiating its wisdom for eliminating disease, disequilibrium and inequality throughout this
seventh zone, as spearheaded by the 1,700 elect of this African region.
Finally, we envision all of Africa as being the Green Continent, not the Dark Continent that
Europeans and others have portrayed it as in the past. Current scientists believe that recent
human life arose from central, eastern Africa. We now see new life, new love, new wisdom and
new healing rising up throughout all of Africa. 12,000 elect in Africa bring this forth. As we see it,
so shall it be.
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